
Access Control

Improve Efficiency with user-friendly web or mobile software Improve efficiency with your web and mobile software

Companies and employees today are faced with a fast 
paced, constantly changing environment where priorities 
shift almost hourly.  In the hustle and bustle of this 
environment it’s no wonder we sometimes take shortcuts 
and unknowingly allow access to key security areas or 
allow employees to access high-risk areas without the 
proper PPE due to a lack of technology.  Are you worried 
that you employees are making sure they’re wearing the 
correct PPE?  Do you know who’s in your facility and in 
case of emergency, are you concerned you cannot verify 
everyone’s location?  If so, RF Identity has solutions to help.
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Keep Your Employees Safe

Prove Compliance

Reduce Incidents and Insurance Cost

Avoid Unauthorized Access

Enforce Necessary PPE Compliance

Know Employee Location Within Facility

Mobile app compatible

Facility Management

Top Benefits

Monitor Facility Access
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Keep Employees Safe
Reporting and Real Time Alerting

Facilities Management

Avoid Costly Incidents
Reduce Insurance Cost
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- Melanie, Operations Manager, Parkland

By placing RFID readers throughout the 
facility you can create 'zones' and 
ascertain employee and asset locations 
through these zones.  For emergency 
situations, create muster points and the RF 
Identity system can verify employees are 
safe.  Assign rules to allow only certain 
employees access to secure areas, getting 
real time alerts for security breaches, 
keeping your facility safe even if when 
you're not there.

Through quick reports and alerting you can 
quickly inform your safety team of unnecessary 
liability through employee non-compliance.  
Prove compliance through historical reports and 
dashboards.

By putting that additional layer of security in 
your facilities you can reduce injuries and 
accidents.  Having the ability to prove PPE 
compliance through our reporting and 
dashboarding, you can reduce your insurance 
premiums saving you money and driving up 
profits.

By using RF Identity you can verify employees 
entering high-risk areas with the appropriate 
PPE.  When an exception occurs, email and text 
can be sent to alert key personnel.  Avoid 
'buddy-punching' as RF Identity has designed a 
system to detect multiple employee entrances 
using one scan.  Keeping your employees safe is 
our key performance metric.    


